Candace Cameron’s First Kiss Was on Full House!
Plus, More Scoop from the Creative Arts Emmy Awards!
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By Jessica Radloff
As many of you know, Full House was without
a doubt my favorite sitcom growing up, but
shockingly, after all of the celebrity interviews, red
carpet events, and premieres that I’ve done, I have
yet to interview a single member of the cast. Well,
that all changed Saturday night at the 2012 Creative
Arts Emmy Awards, honoring the best--and most
creative--talent behind-the-scenes of your favorite
TV shows.
To my (awesome!) surprise, D.J. Tanner herself-Candace Cameron Bure--was walking the
red carpet with her daughter, Natasha. Looking
absolutely stunning in a floor-length navy gown (no
small feat with temps in the triple digits), Candace
was more than happy to talk about her Full House days, and her
first Emmy experience (yes, this was it!)
Candace first told me how excited she was being mentioned in
our slideshow of the Top 20 Most Memorable TV Hairstyles. “It
was such a kick [seeing that]!”
Also exciting was her first Emmy appearance after more
than 25 years in the business. “I’m here to support a movie
that I executive produced called The Heart of Christmas. It is
nominated for best original song by Matthew West.” But come
on, is this really her first Emmys? “I went to the People’s Choice
Awards and Golden Globes as a kid because of my brother
[actor Kirk Cameron], but [not the Emmys]. So now I’m here!”
When we got to reminiscing about Full House, Candace admitted
that her first kiss was on television!

Check this out:
Glamour: Was it with the paperboy, Ricky?
Candace Cameron Bure: I can’t believe you
even know that! [FYI, my editors are probably
thinking, ‘Yes we can!’] Wow! But it wasn’t with
the paperboy actually, it was the Spin the Bottle
episode. At the very end, I have my first kiss in
the backyard with Kevin.
Glamour: That’s right! By the way, can I just tell
you that because of the episode in Hawaii where
you and Stephanie went swimming with the
dolphins, I begged my parents to let me do it, and
last year, I finally got my chance!
Candace: Wasn’t it the best?
Glamour: Oh my gosh, the best! Because D.J. and
Stephanie did it, I had to do it!
[Attn: Full House fans: Stay tuned for more with
Candace on Obsessed soon!]
Link: http://www.glamour.com/entertainment/
blogs/obsessed/2012/09/candace-cameronsfirst-kiss-wa.html#ixzz296hrTzHA

